CRISP Shared Services is an innovative nonprofit sharing technology and expert strategy to empower localized healthcare ecosystems.

**Sustainable**
Modern infrastructure can be interoperable and efficient – which is why our approach focuses on optimizing existing technologies and cross-sector resources.

**Collaborative**
Solutions are impactful when developed by those that rely on them – which is why we co-create answers directly with the users of our tools.

**Autonomous**
Stakeholders know the unique needs of their communities - which is why we preserve the autonomy and individuality of our affiliates and partners.

**Flexible**
Improving the utility of data while reducing total costs is possible – which is why we leverage reusable technologies and share economic incentives.

**OUR APPROACH**
We believe building modern, locally tailored health infrastructure can be affordable, scalable and impactful.

- **10** States and U.S. Territories Supported
- **1M** Unique Users Per Month
- **25+** Public Health Projects
- **90+** Population Health Reports
Ensure your communities have vital health data

Flexible solutions to meet your modernization needs

Affiliate Technology
We partner with organizations and agencies seeking modern and efficient solutions to enhance patient care, streamline care coordination and advance public health.

Affiliate Services

Interoperability a la carte:
- National Network Connectivity
- Custom Population Health Analytics
- HIE Finance Services
- State PDMP Integration
- Tailored Public Health Registry Solutions
- Medicaid Claims Data at Point of Care and Interoperability Compliance
- Patient Access API
- Image Exchange
- State-specific Sensitive Data Parsing

Join us as we transform health infrastructure:
Info@crispsharedservices.org
7160 Columbia Gateway Drive
Suite 100
Columbia, MD 21046
877-952-7477